Intranet Portal Course for
Advanced Users

Introduction
This course is for system administrators working with the Bitrix Intranet Portal system.
The course describes the main principles of using the administrative functions, managing the
access permissions, and the user management techniques. Please refer to the installation
guide for installation instructions.
The course is structured to reflect the system architecture: each chapter describes a module or
a system functional part; contains examples of operations.
Having completed the course, a user will master the knowledge of system administration and
the usage of the system modules to create the informational and functional content.
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About the System
Bitrix Intranet Portal is a software suite aimed to help create and manage the company's internal
web resource that would embrace communicational, organizational and HR tasks of a company.

Minimum System Requirements
For successful installation and functioning, the server software must meet the following
minimum system requirements.
•

•
•
•
•
•

An Apache web server. Install it if not installed yet and configure it to support PHP. The
minimum requirements are Apache version 1.3 or higher and PHP version 4.1.2 or
higher.
A database engine (MySQL version 4.0.18 or higher, Oracle 10g or higher or MSSQL
2000 or higher).
If you install the trial or encoded version, install and configure free Zend Optimizer
version 3.3.0 or higher.
To install the Oracle version, ensure that the Oracle 9 client is installed; create a new
user.
If you reinstall the system, delete tables from the database.
Make sure your disc has 10 MB of free space for the update system operation.

Public Section
You can select any design for the intranet portal. By default, you can select one of the two
templates in one of the three-color spectrums at the installation time:
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In future, you can change the design template by running the Configuration Wizard. See the
installation guide for more information on these actions.
By default, the intranet portal has the following structure.
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Main page – this is the first page of the intranet portal that introduces a company to a
user. It displays the company essential information.
Employees – this area is used for communication; contains all the required information
about the company staff. Here, you can search for an employee or obtain the detailed
information (available personal or official) about them and their presence at the office.
Documents –provides teamwork features. The access to all the site documents follows
the permissions of a group to which a user belong.
Workgroups –contains information on the company workgroups, which in their turn are
grouped by topic, for example: Projects, Managers etc. The group topics are defined by
the portal administration.
Communication – the section that offers many various features for the company
members to communicate.
Services – offers special services and useful information to employees. Here, you can
send a request, obtain technical support etc.
Company – this section contains various information about the company.
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If you want to apply your own design template, you should first integrate it in Bitrix Intranet
Portal.

Control Panel
The Control Panel interface manages all the system settings, individual modules and the portal
content.

Control Panel allows to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

configure the system settings;
upload and install system updates;
configure the parameters of individual modules;
manage users and user groups;
create the portal sections and pages;
configure the access permissions to the portal pages and sections;
perform the portal management related actions.

Note! This course uses the words site and portal as synonyms.
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Managing Users
The foundation of the portal management architecture is the access permission distribution.
This chapter describes the process of the user group creation and configuration; the user
account creation and importing users from external sources.

User Groups
Attention! You should make a distinction between the concepts: user group and workgroup
within the context of the social network. A workgroup is a group of employees gathered together
to solve a task within this context. However, they can belong to different user groups.
The system comes with several preset user groups. The groups are managed on the User
groups page:

Note! The two user groups always exist in the system: All users (which implies unauthorized
users as well) and Administrators:
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•
•

by default, all unregistered users who have only a permission to view the site public
pages belong to All users (including unauthorized users);
the site administrators having full access permission (including changing access
permission of other users) belong to Administrators.

You can edit the parameters of these user groups (name, description, access permissions), but
the groups cannot be deleted.

Creating New Groups
You can create your own user groups if needed. For this, open Settings > Manage users > User
groups.
Click Add group on the context toolbar. A new group creation form will open:

Fill in the form fields. The fields are described in detail in the software documentation (click Help
on the Control Panel toolbar).
Save changes. The group will appear in the groups list.
Note! Groups can be created automatically when importing users from external sources.
Attention! Bear in mind that the Access tab is not the only control point to configure group
access permissions. An individual access permission can be assigned to an information block.
Moreover, you can specify access permissions for a page or a section other than specified in
the Access tab.
For details on access permission configuration, see also the System administration course.
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Users
The Kernel module is the control point for the portal user accounts and the user group settings.
You can add new users can be added manually or automatically using the import procedure.
To view and manage the user accounts, open Settings > Manage users > User list:

To add a new user, click Add user on the context toolbar. A new user creation form will open:
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On the User tab, fill in the following required fields: E-mail, Login, New password and
Confirm new password; specify the user information. Switch to the Groups tab and select the
groups to which a created user will belong by checking boxes in the corresponding fields:

Fill in the other form fields if needed. Save changes. As a result, the created user will be added
to the list.
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Note! If the user self-registration feature is enabled (in the Kernel module settings), the user
account will be created automatically upon registration.
Note! The administrator account is created at the installation time automatically. Later on, the
administrator registration data can be modified, but the account cannot be deleted.

Importing Users
To add a series of users to the system, use the Import users form.
Note! When uploading users to the system, you can retain their previous user group binding, or
specify a user group to which the users will be added. However, you cannot add an individual
import user to a certain group.
Open Settings > Manage users > User import. The following form will show:

Select the required data source and click Next.
Further actions on importing users are described in this chapter according to the data source
selected.

Importing from a CSV File
Important! If the system uses the UTF-8 encoding, a CSV file must be created in this encoding
as well.

Preparing a CSV File
A valid CSV file must exist before you import users from it. The file must have the following
format:
header
data
data
data
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Each line in the file represents a table row. A header can include any records in a single line.
The header describes the data that follows it. The values in each line (the header and the data)
are separated by a delimiter.

Example of user data header
LAST_NAME;PERSONAL_PHOTO;NAME;SECOND_NAME;WORK_POSITION;EMAIL;PERSONAL
_BIRTHDAY;PERSONAL_GENDER;WORK_PHONE;UF_1C_PHONE_INNER;PERSONAL_MOBILE
;PERSONAL_ICQ;LOGIN;IBLOCK_SECTION_NAME_1;IBLOCK_SECTION_NAME_2;IBLOCK
_SECTION_NAME_3;IBLOCK_SECTION_NAME_4
The data in fields must match the format prescribed by the header. The field must exist no
matter whether it is empty or not; essentially it means that, if there is no data for a field, the
separator must exist (e.g. “;;”).
For example: if the file header has the following format:
LAST_NAME;PERSONAL_PHOTO;NAME;SECOND_NAME;WORK_POSITION;
and there is no data for some fields, say 2, 4 and 5, the data row must still be like the following:
Brown;;Andrew;;
Consider the following aspects when formatting a CSV file:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Any delimiter character is allowed: comma (,), semicolon (;), space or tab. No spaces
can exist between the values. If a delimiter is a space, make sure no double spaces
have been added between the values.
If a comma is the part of a value (for example, if the object properties are commaseparated), enclose the value in quotes ("yellow,red,green").
If double quotes are the part of a value, enclose the value in double quotes. For
example: "John" in a CSV file must look as ""John"".
Empty rows in a CSV file are not allowed.
The headers, string values, and logins are case insensitive.
Passwords are case sensitive.
Boolean values can be presented as: Y - true; N - false.
Any excessive data existing after the last identified field are ignored. For example, if a
file header specifies 10 values while the row contains 12 values, the last two values will
be ignored.
Empty data fields are processed as empty strings.
The time and date format must be set in the format of the site language. For example:
MM/DD/YYYY HH:MI:SS for English.
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Exporting Users from Bitrix Intranet Portal
To export users, do the following.
•
•
•

Open Settings > Manage users > User list.
Click Excel to download data.
After downloading, edit the file to conform the CSV format requirements:
o delete the export summary information at the end of the file;
o if required, change the field names in the file header with the correct ones (see
the Data types table below);
o check if the fields are filled correctly (see the Data types table below).

Data Types
The table contains all the data types that may encounter in a CSV file.
Value

Type

Required

Comments

ACTIVE

boolean No. Default is True.

LOGIN

string

No. Auto generated Specifies a user login, min. 3
by default.
characters.

PASSWORD

string

No. Auto generated Specifies a user password,
by default.
min. 6 characters.

NAME

string

Yes

User’s first name.

LAST_NAME

string

Yes

User’s last name.

SECOND_NAME

string

No

User’s second name.

EMAIL

string

No. Default value is
the administrator’s e- The E-mail address.
mail.

DATE_REGISTER

date

No. Default is the The date
current date.
registered.

LID

string

No

The ID of a default site for
notifications.

ADMIN_NOTES

string

No

Administrator’s notes.

Active.

a

user

was
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EXTERNAL_AUTH_ID

string

No

The external
source ID.

authorization

XML_ID

string

No

The user ID for external
connection (e.g. ID in an
external database).

Personal data

Type

Required

Comments

PERSONAL_GENDER

string

No

Gender: M – male; F –
female.

PERSONAL_BIRTHDAY

date

No

Date of birth.

PERSONAL_CITY

string

No

Address: city.

PERSONAL_STATE

string

No

Address: region, state etc.

PERSONAL_ZIP

string

No

Address: ZIP code.

PERSONAL_WWW

string

No

Personal web site URL.

PERSONAL_PROFESSION

string

No

Profession.

PERSONAL_NOTES

string

No

Arbitrary notes.

PERSONAL_ICQ

string

No

ICQ account number.

PERSONAL_PHONE

string

No

Home phone.

PERSONAL_PHOTO

string

No

The path to a photo relative to
a folder specified in the import
parameters.

PERSONAL_FAX

string

No

Fax number.

PERSONAL_MOBILE

string

No

Mobile phone number.

PERSONAL_PAGER

string

No

Pager.
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PERSONAL_STREET

string

No

Address: street.

PERSONAL_MAILBOX

string

No

Address: P/O box.

Work data

Type

Required

Comments

WORK_COMPANY

string

No

Company name.

WORK_DEPARTMENT

string

No

Department.

WORK_POSITION

string

No

Position.

WORK_WWW

string

No

Company web site URL.

WORK_PHONE

string

No

Work phone.

WORK_FAX

string

No

Work fax number.

WORK_PAGER

string

No

Pager.

WORK_STREET

string

No

Company address: street.

WORK_MAILBOX

string

No

Company address: P/O box.

WORK_CITY

string

No

Company address: city.

WORK_STATE

string

No

Company
state etc.

WORK_ZIP

string

No

Company address: ZIP code.

WORK_PROFILE

string

No

Company profile.

address:

region,

WORK_LOGO

string

No

The path to a company logo
image relative to a folder
specified
in
the
import
parameters.

WORK_NOTES

string

No

Arbitrary notes.
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UF_*

string

No

User field.

IBLOCK_SECTION_NAME_* string

No

Information block binding.

Notes: The UF_* values are user properties created by the administrator. The properties must
be created before importing users. The IBLOCK_SECTION_NAME_* values indicate the
information block binding. 5 nesting levels are possible.
Important! The name (NAME) and the last name (LAST_NAME) are the only required fields to
import users from a CSV file.
Example of a CSV file:
LAST_NAME,NAME,LOGIN,PASSWORD,EMAIL
Silver,John,jsilver,Password1,jsilver@company.com
Smith,Andrew,asmith,Password2,asmith@company.com
Siskin,Peter,psiskin,Password3,psiskin@company.com
Oldfield,Ben,boldfield,Password4,boldfield@company.com
Baddeley,Jane,jbaddeley,Password5,jbaddeley@company.com
Bloodsworth,Helen,hbloodsworth,81QE1RO98M,hbloodsworth@company.com
Coleman,Kate,kcoleman,D0O4IAYOX0,kcoleman@company.com
Gabbard,Michael,mgabbard,CDUEND3SMX,mgabbard@company.com
Laycock,Harry,hlaycock,GCH425XAM6,hlaycock@company.com
Stockdale,Hamilton,hstockdale,ZD3PZHP2E7,hstockdale@company.com
To make sure you will not encounter any errors during import, check that the file data meet the
specification described at the beginning of this chapter. You can check this by opening a CSV
file in MS Excel:
•
•
•

Check the headers.
Ensure the length of all passwords is at least 6 symbols.
Ensure the length of all logins is at least 3 symbols.

Note! The system will always successfully import CSV files created in MS Excel. If you created
a CSV file in some other application, open and check it in MS Excel.
After you have verified the CSV file, you can import it.
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The Import Procedure
In the Import users form, select CSV file as a data source and click Next.
Fill in the fields in the next tab (Import Settings):

•
•
•
•
•

Data File – specify the pathname of the CSV file.
Field Separator – specify the separator character used in the file.
Add Users to Groups – select the group (or groups using Ctrl key) to which to add the
user profiles.
Path to Images Relative to Site Root – the path to an image file folder relative to which
the values of PERSONAL_PHOTO and WORK_LOGO are expected in the file.
Bind Users to Information Block Sections – select an information block to which
users having the IBLOCK_SECTION_NAME_* property will be added.
Note: only one information block can be specified. If a user is to be added to many
information blocks, you will have to do it manually after import.
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•

Allow LDAP authorization – specify the LDAP authorization server name. You can
create a server now by clicking Create if required.

Click Next. The next step imports users. Upon completion, a message indicating the number of
imported users will be shown.

Viewing Imported Data
To view the imported data, open Settings > Manage users > User list showing all the users
registered in the system.
If the import procedure failed for some reason, delete all the records that have succeeded to
import, correct the CSV file and perform the above actions again.

Import from LDAP Directory
To import users from LDAP directory, perform the following actions.
•
•

In the Import Users form, select Active Directory / LDAP as the data source and click
Next.
Select the import server in the drop-down list (Import Settings tab):

Note! If no server still exists, it must be created. This procedure is described below.
•

Having selected the server, you will see the import fields. You can uncheck unwanted
fields that are not to be imported:
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Click Next. The wizard will open the third step. The system will import the records and
notify when the process completes showing the number of records added.

Creating a Server
Click the Create link in the user import form (otherwise, click Add on the context toolbar in
Settings > AD/LDAP) to open the server creation form.
Note! If you encounter difficulties filling in the form fields, consult the System Administration
web course containing the detailed description for each field. Ask your system administrator for
the correct values of these fields.
Fill in the Server tab fields:
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Note! The Test connection button verifies the provided data and establishes a trial connection
to the server. If the verification succeeds, the server will return the available tree roots.
Otherwise, the error description in red will show at the top of the screen.
Open the Field Mapping tab. Map attributes to the user fields.
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To perform automatic configuration, click AD or LDAP link depending on your server.
The group Map user fields to LDAP attributes contains only the required fields that are
periodically synchronized with Active Directory. To map more fields, click the add... link. Each
field you add will be verified at the synchronization time and reverted to an original value if it has
changed. Essentially, it means that if a user has edited one of these fields at the Intranet Portal,
the field will be set to a value stored at an AD server.
It is a good idea to add as many fields as possible when you perform an initial import and
synchronization, and then remove the fields that need not be regularly updated.
Click the Groups tabs.
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Map the remote server groups to the Intranet portal groups.
To add users of a remote user group to many local (Intranet Portal) user groups, select this
remote group as many times as needed and map it to the required local groups.
To intersect two or more remote user groups, select them and map to the same local user
group. The latter will contain only users that are in all the selected remote groups.
If you want to synchronize the remote and local databases on regular basis, open the
Synchronization tab. Check the option Perform full synchronization. Specify the update
period in hours, and enter the Active directory (LDAP) attribute to log changes.
Save changes.
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Information Blocks
The Information Blocks module is designed to manage pieces of information of a homogeneous
formation. You can implement product catalogs, news sections, dictionaries etc. using
information blocks.
This chapter contains detailed description of the module entities as well as examples of creation
and configuration of information blocks.

Main Concepts
Information Blocks is a module allowing to catalogue and manage various types (blocks) of
homogeneous information. Some examples of information blocks are:
•
•
•
•

news sections;
photo galleries;
vacancies;
classifieds etc.

The concept of information blocks is built upon the following objects which can be regarded as
the information repository tiers:
•
•
•
•

types of information blocks;
information blocks;
information block sections;
information block elements.

Storing information in information blocks simplifies its creation and updating since the
information is well structured and can be import and/or exported. The information blocks show
their contents using visual components.

Typical Operations
Creating an Information Block Type
The information block types are the way to group information blocks. The information blocks of a
certain type usually contain similar pieces of information common in structure.
To create and manage information blocks, open Content > Information blocks > Information
blocks types:
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To create a new information block type, click Add new type on the context toolbar. The new
information block type creation form will open:

Fill in the form fields and save changes. The new type will be added to the list of information
block types.
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The titles of all information block types show in the Control Panel menu (the Content section):

Creating an Information Block
Depending on the information block type parameters, an information block may include sections
and sub-sections (i.e. it may have a tree view structure).
To open the information blocks list, click the required information block type in the Control Panel
menu:

Upon click on an information block type, the Information Blocks page (Content > Information
blocks > Information block types > [type]) will open:
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To create a new information block, click Add information block on the context toolbar:
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Fill in the form fields and save changes. The created information block will be added to a list of
information blocks of the current type.
Note: the information block creation procedure is described in detail in the help section (click
Help on the Control Panel toolbar).

Creating Information Block Sections
The information block sections exist to structure the information contained in the information
blocks. Sections are logical units that group elements in the information block and allow to
create the hierarchical information storage structure. The information block section titles (for
example: Group, Section, Category etc.) are defined in the information block editor, on the
Titles tab.
The sections and the sub-sections are configured for each information block individually.
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To create a section or sub-section, click Add section on the context toolbar. A section creation
form will open:
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Fill in the form fields and save changes. The section created will be added to the list of
information block sections.
Note: the information block section creation procedure is described in detail in the help section
(click Help on the Control Panel toolbar).

Adding the Information Block Elements
The information block elements are the information stored in the information blocks. For
example: news, photos, guide elements etc.
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To add new elements, click the Add element button on the context toolbar. Note that the button
title can vary depending on the information block titles preferences, for example: Add video,
Add photo etc.
The element editor form depends on the information block settings. It can look like the following
picture:

Fill in the form fields and save changes. The element created will be added to the list of
information block elements.
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Note: the information block element creation is described in detail in the help section (click Help
on the Control Panel toolbar).

Configuring the Information Block Access Permissions
Note! The access to an information block is defined at the group level rather at the user level.
Generally, you will specify the information block access permissions at the creation time.
To modify the access permissions of an existing information block, open the Control Panel page
Content > Information blocks > Information block types > [required_type].
In the actions column, click the action icon of a required information block and select Modify in
the popup menu:

The information block properties form will open. Click the Access tab:
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Specify new access permissions for user groups whose access levels you want to modify. Save
changes.

Creating Custom Fields
Sometimes, the information you intend to store in information blocks can have special traits that
cannot be represented with standard fields. In this case, custom fields can help.
To create a custom field, open the Control Panel page: Settings > System settings > Custom
fields. The list of existing custom fields will open:
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Click Add on the context toolbar to open the new field creation form:
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Fill in the form fields and save changes.
You will find the detailed information on creating custom fields in the help section (click Help on
the Control Panel bar).
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Business Processes
A business process is the flow of information (or documents) by a previously defined route or
scheme. A business process scheme can specify one input and one or more output points.
The Business Processes module provides the back- and front-end to managing the business
processes occurring in the company and formalized for use with the intranet portal. The module
is included in all the Bitrix Intranet Portal editions.
At present, the Business Processes module renders full integration with the Document Library
and Information Blocks modules. The module includes templates for the most typical business
processes which allows users to approve and publish the documents and automate the
company’s business processes.
Note! The Business Processes module requires PHP 5.0 or higher.
To create and edit the business process templates, you will need the Business Process
Designer module. This module is included in the Enterprise edition of Bitrix Intranet Portal.

The Types Of Business Processes
The two generic types of business processes exist, both of them supported by the Business
Processes module:
•
•

a sequential business process to perform a series of consecutive actions on a
document, from a predefined start point to a predefined end point;
a state-driven business process not having start and end points; instead, the workflow
changes the process status. Such business processes can finish at any stage.

A Sequential Business Process
The sequential modus is generally used for processes having a predefined limited lifecycle. The
typical example is creation and approval of a text document. Any sequential process usually
includes several actions between the start and end points.
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A Status Driven Business Process
Status driven approach is used when a process does not have a definite time frame and can
recur or can cycle on the same status due to nature of production or office style. A typical
scheme for such processes consists of several statuses which in their turn include actions and
status change conditions.
Each action in a status is usually a finite sequential process whose design is defined by the
nature of actions performed on information in a given status. Hence, a status driven business
process consolidates multiple sequential processes the activity between which is relayed
depending on their result.
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Typical Business Processes
The most common business processes for handling the documents and automating the
company’s business processes are included in the junior editions as read-only constructions.
You can configure them to handle the required documents, but cannot change the logic. The
Bitrix Intranet Portal: Enterprise Edition includes the visual editor (Business Process Designer)
in which you can edit standard and create your own business processes

Typical Business Processes For Documents
Two-stage Approval Recommended when a document requires preliminary expert
(Sequential Process) evaluation before being approved. During the first process stage, a
document is attested by an expert. If an expert rejects the document,
the latter is returned to an originator for revision. Otherwise, in case the
document is approved, it is conveyed for the final vote to be passed by
a selected group of employees on the simple majority basis. If the final
vote fails, the document is returned for revision, and the approval
procedure starts from the beginning.
Expert
Opinion Recommended for situations when a person who is to approve or reject
(Sequential Process) a document needs expert comments on it. This process creates a
group of experts each of which expresses their opinion on the
document. Then, the opinions are passed over to the person who
makes the final decision.
Read
Document Recommended when employees are to familiarize with a document. On
(Sequential Process) input, the process takes a group of users who are to be notified. The
recipients have an option to leave comments on the document.
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Simple Approval / Recommended when a decision is to be made by a simple majority of
Vote
(Sequential votes. You can assign the persons whose votes are to be obtained, and
Process)
give them an option to comment their decision. When voting completes,
the persons involved are informed of the result.
Approve Document This one is used when mutual agreement is required to approve a
With
Statuses document.
(Process)
Publishing
on
controlled
sites
(only available in
Enterprise Edition)

Submits a selected information block element for approval and
publishes it to one or more client sites. The preview version of the
element is published at the controller site for review before it becomes
published at a client site.

First
Approval Recommended when a single opinion is sufficient. When starting, the
(Sequential Process) business process takes a list of persons who are allowed to make a
decision. The process completes when a first vote occurs.

The most common business processes are included in junior editions (Bitrix Intranet Portal:
Office and Bitrix Intranet Portal: Extranet) as read-only constructions. You can configure
them to handle the required documents, but cannot change the logic:

Note: you cannot delete the template of a running business process.
The templates for typical business processes are created automatically when installing Bitrix
Intranet Portal. If, however, the typical constructions have not been created, the business
process templates page will show the notification message:
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Click Create Standard Business Processes. The page will reload showing the created
templates.

Typical Organizational Business Processes
The system contains the two business process templates commonly used in organizational
environment.:
View
or
add This template is used to streamline preparation of documentation for an
business
trip employee’s business trip. First, the process requests a business trip to
(Sequential Process) be confirmed by the employee’s manager; once confirmed, it starts to
issue the required documentation; and finally, demands a detailed
report from the employee.
View or add leave This template is used when an employee expresses a desire to take a
request (Sequential leave, which will be granted only if the entire confirmation procedure is
successful.
Process)

Configuring The Information Blocks To Support Business Processes
An information block needs to be configured so that its documents and files could work in
business process mode.

Adding Business Process Support To Document Library
The following two simple actions ought to be performed to enable the business process support
for the Document Library information blocks (those of the Documents type).
•

Make the Business Processes module aware of this information block:
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•

Configure the user group access permission.
Important! A user group must have at least the Business Processes access level to
allow the group members to be involved or manage the business process.
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Other information blocks can be configured in the similar fashion.

Adding Business Process Support To Generic Information Blocks
As an example, configure the Company Life information block such that the news in this
information block are published through a business process.
First, specify that this information block can be controlled by the Business Processes module:
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Click Apply. Doing so, you tell the system to create the typical business processes for the
information block.
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Let us assume that we need to run each new piece of news through the Approve Document
With Statuses business process before it becomes published. To do so, check the Create box
in the Autorun column of this business process.
Now open the Access tab. Since the information block was created at the system installation
time and the access permissions are already configured, the only user group whose permission
will be altered in Employees. Assign the Business Process access level to it, and leave other
groups as they are.
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Save the changes made.
Now we have to add the business process features to the information block editor form. Open
the Company Life information block elements page and open any element for editing. In the
element editor form, click Settings on the context toolbar:
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This will open the form configuration dialog:

Select Business Processes in the Available Tabs list and click the button to add this tab to
the element editor:
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Save the changes.
Now we have rendered the Company Life information block fully configured to support
business processes. Any user who is about to publish the news has to provide the parameters
for the business process to be started:
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The news will be published only when and if the business process is completed, specifically
when the news becomes approved by the responsible person:

Configuration For Organizational Business Processes
Bitrix Intranet Portal version 9.0 and later is able to run business processes for any internal
processes: approving and documenting of holidays and leaves; approving and certifying bills
etc.
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Note the following: you have to create a special information block type devoted to running the
organizational business processes (for example, named Business Processes). The elements
of this information block will be the organizational business processes:

Now, having the information block type created, create a new page and add the Business
Process composite component to it (bitrix:bizproc.wizards). Select the information block type
in the component parameters:
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This component renders a fully functional user interface for using the company’s business
processes.

Note: This component is also equipped with the business process construction and editing
tools. However, note that you can create and edit the business processes only if you are using
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the Enterprise edition of Bitrix Intranet Portal because this feature requires the Business
Process Designer module.

Using Business Processes
A business process can be run manually or automatically depending on its parameters. A
business process can be set to start automatically when an underlying entity (for example, a
document) is created or modified.
An animated image in the top right corner of the screen will notify the person responsible for a
given process about pending tasks. Furthermore, you can provide for more persuasive hints by
editing the business process template: add e-mail notifications; social network messages;
events or tasks.

Running The Business Processes On Documents
You can set any business process to run automatically on the Business Processes Templates
form:

As you can see, in this case the Approve Document With Statuses business process will run
automatically whenever an employee uploads a document:
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A person uploading the documents has to specify all the parameters required to start the
business process.
Any business process can be run manually:
•

In the document’s action menu, open the New Business Process popup menu and select
the required business process:
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•

Set the parameters and click Run:

The business process will start execution according to the template and the parameters
provided.
An employee can watch their business processes in the documents page Business Processes
column:
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To start working on a task assigned by the business process, an employee will open the
Business Processes tab of the personal page in which he or she will find the assigned tasks:

Using The Organizational Business Processes
An employee can start the organozational business process on their own. For example, an
employee can click the Business Trip link:
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Each business process shows a form to provide the startup parameters. For example, the
business trip business process it can be like this:
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The Create Business Trip button starts the business process.
To perform the assigned tasks on the organizational and documentary business process, an
employee can open their personal page and click the Business Processes tab. To view the
current status and the actual task, open the business process details page by clicking the
business process title link:
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To create a new organizational business process, click New Business Process:

Note, that this button is only available if an appropriate permission is specified in the Business
Process (bitrix:bizproc.wizards) component parameters.
And this is the new business process creation form:
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Note the 'Add Element' Title field. It contains the text that will be shown as the link to start an
instance of this business process. And the last (but definitely not the least) option to mention is
the Business Process Template: here you will select the business process template which will
define the whole logic of the new business process.
Once you have provided all the parameters, click Next to configure the variables of the selected
business process template:
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Fill in the fields and click Create Business Process. The new business process, if it happens to
create successfully, will be available on the business processes page:
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Business Process Designer
Business Process Designer is a special module shipped with the Enterprise edition enabling
to create and edit the business process templates. This editor is so simple that even an ordinary
employee, not a programmer, can use it. The main principle behind all the operations a user
performs in the editor is a drag’n’drop technology widely used in modern applications. A
business process template can be created in a special visual editor.
The created (or existing) business process template can be run manually or automatically
depending on the parameters. A business process can have multiple instances, each running
independently. The system performs automatic scheduling, saves and restores the state of
each instance; keeps the execution log for each business process instance for further analysis.

Visual Modeler
You will create and edit the business process templates in a neat and clear visual modeler:

If you edit a status driven business process template, the modeler will show the convenient addon to create statuses:
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The visual modeler has the following functional areas:
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•
•
•
•

the context toolbar (1)
the template constructor area (2)
the action bar (3)
the common buttons (4)

The Context Toolbar
The toolbar contains the template control commands:
•
•
•

Template Parameters: opens the business process settings form to set the business
process properties and run parameters;
Templates: opens a list of all available business process templates;
Create Template: opens a popup menu in which you can select the type of a new
business process:
o State-Driven Business Process: creates a continuous business process whose
flow depends on the completion status of each child processes;
o Sequential Business Process: creates a simple business process to set a
document on a processing route.

The Template Constructor Area
To create and edit the business process template, just drag and drop an action from the action
bar to the constructor area:
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To remove an action, click button in the action top right corner. To edit the action properties,
click which will open the Action Parameters dialog:

The Action Bar
The visual modeler action bar contains shortcuts to business process elements. You can
drag’n’drop them to your business process template.
Document Processing
Approve
Document

Submits the document, on which a given business process is running,
for approval.

Publish
To Sends the document (or other business process element) to client
controlled Sites
sites for final publishing.
Create
Document

New Creates a new document or other element in the context of a given
business process.

Delete Document

Deletes a document on which a given business process is running.

Lock Document

Makes the business process’s document inaccessible by other
processes.
Note: the lock is for processes, not users. Any user with sufficient
permission can edit the locked document (element).
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Publish
Document

This action publishes the business process’s document so it becomes
visible to the site users.

Additional
information

Shows a form allowing a user to provide information required by the
business process.

Read
Document

the Issues a task to the users specified in the action properties to read the
business process’s document. Tracks statistics on the share of those
who actually read the document.

Save history

Creates a copy of the business process’s document in the state the
latter is at the time of action execution. The copy name can be
assigned automatically using the specified naming settings.

Modify Document

This action can be used to edit any parameter or contents of the
document in unattended mode.

Unlock Document

Removes the exclusive access mark from the document.

Revoke
Document

Removes the document from the site so it is no longer visible to the
site users.

Constractions
Wait for event

This action suspends the business process until an action occurs on
the side of the selected user or system.

Condition

Changes the direction of the business process flow depending on the
specified condition.

Listening
for Waits for one of the specified events to occur and then changes the
parallel event
direction of the business process flow depending on which event is
fired.
Parallel Execution Runs multiple variants of the business process flow simultaneously.
While loop

Makes the actions inside the loop to repeat until the loop condition
changes.

Interactive settings
Calendar

Adds an event to the specified calendar.

E-mail Message

Sends the event notification to the e-mail address specified in the
action parameter.

Set state name

Changes the document status text to make the document and its
statuses more distinctive in the business processes list.
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Social
Network Sends a notification to the specified social network user.
Message
Task

Creates a new task.

Other
PHP Code

Executes the specified PHP instructions.

Pause execution

Suspends the business process for the specified amount of time.

Set Permissions

Assigns the access permissions to the document.

Set Variables

Sets the values of the business process template variables.

The Common Buttons
For a sequential business process, the meaning of the buttons is quite straightforward: you can
Save the template going back to the templates list; Apply the changes made while staying in
the visual modeler or Cancel the changes and revert to the templates list.
However, in case of a status driven business process, only the Back To States button is
available which, when clicked, opens the template scheme where you can save your changes:
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Business Process Templates
Since the business process implementation is based on the information block functionality, you
will have to configure the information blocks that are intended for the business process use
before you can create your business process templates. However, the organizational business
processes is a special case requiring the configuration of the information block type and the
composite component.
Note! You will use the administrative interface (i.e. Control Panel) to create and edit the
business process templates for all information blocks except those intended for the Document
Library module. To create and edit the Document Library business process templates, use
the public section. This is because such business processes must have access to the intranet
portal documents. Any business process template created in Control Panel will be inaccessible
in the public interface.
The process of business process template development consists of the two stages:
•
•

set the business process template parameters;
design the template to outline the business process logic and execution flow.

Setting The Template Parameters
Welcome to the business process template parameters form on which you can configure your
business process and specify the runtime parameters.
The General tab, among the fields common for any object (Name and Description), allows to
configure the business process launch.
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A business process can be started when an information block is created (When added is
checked) and/or modified (When changed is checked). Note that the business process can be
only run manually if you uncheck both options.
Being a standalone service routine is rare for a business process. Usually, the business
processes require start-up parameters like documents on which they will run. To make your
business process aware of the input entities to operate upon, click the Parameters tab.
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Click Add Parameter and fill in the fields:

•
•
•

ID is the symbolic identifier to be associated with this parameter;
type any meaningful Name and Description you find appropriate;
select the data Type for the start-up parameter;
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•
•
•

specify whether the parameter is Required to be set when running the business
process;
Multiple: this option allows to give one parameter as many values as required;
provide the default value that will be used if the parameter is missing.
Note: some data types allow to select the default value by clicking [...] button. For
example, the following figure shows the user selector dialog box for the Bind To User
data type:

Having provided the parameter data, click OK to save and return to the parameters form:
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A business process also needs to know anything about the objects it may require during the
execution. It is very likely that the readers have some background in programming, so to put it
simple: a procedure must have the variables declared. The Parameters tab allows to add such
"variables" to a business process:
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To avoid mess and misuse, remember to give users the proper permission to access the
business process. You can use the variables here:

Finally, click Save.

Creating A Sequential Business Process Template
For a sequential business process template, the visual modeler opens as soon as you have
specified and saved the parameters:
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To construct a template, just drag’n’drop the required actions to the design area and configure
their parameters:

To configure the action parameters, click the
mail Event action:

button. Consider the following example of the E-
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Each field has the
browser dialog box:

button to help you select registered values. This button opens the value
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This dialog box can be used to insert values of the following groups (the groups depend on the
field):
•
•
•
•
•

Template Parameters - contains values of the parameters assigned to the business
process template;
Variables - contains values of the variables assigned to the business process template;
Document Fields - lists values of the parameters assigned to the information block
dedicated to this business process template’s;
Additional Results - shows return values of other actions in the business process
template;
Users - shows the system users with the Business Processes permission or higher to
access this information block.

Once when you are done constructing your business process template, save it. The template
will show in the templates summary form.

Creating A Status Driven Business Process Template
For a status driven business process template, you have to create the business process
statuses. Since the status emerges when some activity completes, one or more actions need to
be assigned to the status is assigned which, in their turn, will be executed when the business
process occurs to be in the given status. A status action is a separate business process.
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Creating The Statuses
To create a new status, click Add Status on the business process template design page:

Here you have to name the status and specify the access permission to assign to a document
(an underlying object on which the business process operates) when it is in this status:

Note: for the organizational business processes, you can also assign the business process
management permission:
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Save the status. Create other statuses as required by the design of your business process. For
example, your template might need the following typical statuses:

Adding Actions And Linking The Statuses
Once you have created the statuses, you have to create operations and actions to be performed
when the process flow is in each of the statuses. Once you create an action, the statuse will
become connected to another status automatically – depending on the result status specified in
the action.
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A status can have one or more actions, each executing consequently from top to bottom as
seen in the status block, and each action can have different result status (see the example
below). The following actions are possible.

•
•
•
•

Command: this command adds a command (i.e. an individual business process) to be
run when the process flow is in this status.
Delay Execution: adds a "Execution Pause" handler to defer execution of the next
action for the specified time.
Status Entry Handler this command allows to set a business process that will be run
just before the flow enters this state.
Status Exit Handler: same as Status Entry Handler, but sets a business process that
will be run just before the flow exits this state.

Consider adding the following command to the Draft status. Select the Command item in the
status popup menu. This will open the command parameters dialog box:
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Enter the command name and select the users whom you want to allow to execute this
command. If a document is to change the status upon the command completion, select the
required new status in the drop list. Note that this list contains the statuses that are already
present in the business process template scheme.
Save the command. This will create the action and the connection between the statuses: this
one and the one selected in the drop list:

Since a command is a business process, it needs to be created. Click the command name to
open the visual modeler:

As you can see, the business process scheme already has the Set Status action because the
command produces status change. Now all you have to do is add more actions as required. The
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business process scheme construction has been discussed in Creating A Sequential Business
Process Template.
Once you are done creating the subprocess, return to the main business process by clicking
Back To Statuses.
Repeat these steps to add actions to each of the business process statuses.
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Intranet
The Intranet module is built upon the Information blocks module. The module can be used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

search for employees;
display staff changes;
build the absence graph;
show the Podium (best employees);
show nearest birthdays;
create event calendars.

Company Structure
Note: if you have chosen to install the demo company structure, the Departments information
block will exist and contain sections, subsections and elements: sample departments and
employees which you can view at the Company Structure page. Otherwise, this page is empty.
To make the company structure, you should create an information block type, for example,
Company structure, and an information block Departments that will contain the company
structure.
The company structure can be build in either of the following ways:
•

when importing users (specify the information block type and the information block to
which the company structure will be propagated, in the Intranet module settings):

•

manually, by adding sections and sub-sections to an information block created.
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To add branches, subdivisions, departments: open Content > Company structure >
Departments. Click Add Category on the context toolbar. The new department creation form
will open:

The Name field is required.
Note: if you create a company branch record, select Upper level in the Parent level field; for
subdivisions and departments, select a branch they belong to.
Save changes. Here is the example of the structure:
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To add an employee to the created subdivision/department, open Settings > Manage users >
User list. Create a user, or find one in the list. Open the user properties form and switch to the
Custom Fields tab. In the Departments field, specify a subdivision (a branch, a department) a
user belongs to by selecting an appropriate choice in the field:
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Publishing the Structure
To display the company structure in the public section, use the Company Structure component
(bitrix:intranet.structure). Place the component onto a new page:

As a result, the page will show as follows, in the public section:
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Click a subdivision link to view all its departments; click a department link to show its
employees:
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Finding Users
The Employee Search component (bitrix:intranet.search) shows the user lookup user
interface. Create a page and add the component to it:

This will display a search form and a list of employees in the public section. A user profile
contains brief information about a user:
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Note: you will find the description of the search and result view modes in the Intranet Portal
Course for Beginners.
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The Staff Changes
Tracking information about changes in the career of employees requires an individual type of
information block (for example, Company structure), and an information block of this type (e.g.
Staff Changes) that will contain records about the staff changes.
The portal user groups that can create or edit the data records are defined in the information
block access settings:

In the illustration above, only the portal administrators can manage the staff change records.

Creating a Record
To add a staff change record, open Content > Company structure > Staff Changes. Click Add
record on the context toolbar to open a record settings form:
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Check the Published box to make the employee status change to show at the portal. The
optional fields Start date and End date indicate the period during which an employee is in the
specified status. Remember to fill in the Action description field. For example, type
Transferred here if a person has been appointed to another department.
In the User field, select an employee to whom the record applies.
Switch to the Preview text tab. Enter brief information about the record. The text will be shown
as the title of the employee profile on the staff changes page:
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Save changes by clicking Save.

Publishing Staff Changes
The Staff Changes component (bitrix:intranet.structure.events) displays the company staff
changes in the public section. Add the component to a page and configure the parameters:
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The component can show the staff changes in the whole company or only in a certain
department:
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Absence Graph
Showing information about absent employees requires an individual type of information block
(for example, Company structure), and an information block of this type (e.g. Absence graph)
that will contain records about the absence status of employees.
The portal user groups that can create/edit the records are defined in the information block
access settings:

In the illustration above, the HR department group users can create or edit absence records,
while Administrators and Portal administrators have full access.

Creating a Record
To add a record about the employee’s absence, open Content > Company structure > Absence
Graph and click Add Item on the context toolbar:
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•
•
•
•
•

Check the Published box to make the absence record to show on the chart.
Specify Start date and End date of the employee's absence.
Specify the Reason for absence. This text will be printed on the chart.
Select a person in the Employee field.
Select the Leave type. The chart shows different leave types in different colors.

Save changes by clicking Save.

Viewing the Absence Graph in the Public Section
The Absence calendar component
employees' absence in the public section:

(bitrix:intranet.absence.calendar)

displays

the
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This component can display the employee absence graph as a calendar:
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Moreover, the absence graph can be created for a certain department; the list can be set to
show all employees, not only the absent ones. To view the graph for different periods, use the
navigation buttons. An employee name link switches to their personal page.
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Honored Employees
As in the previous examples, we shall need an individual type of information block (for example,
Company structure), and an information block of this type (e.g. Honored Employees) that will
contain records about the employees’ achievements and success.
The portal user groups that can edit the podium records are defined in the information block
access settings:

In this case, the users of the HR Department, Administrators and Portal administrators
groups have full access to the information block.

Adding a Record about the Honored Employee
To add a record about the honored employee, open the Control Panel page: Content >
Company structure > Honored Employees and click Add Record on the context toolbar. A
record creation form will appear (the form in the public section is similar):
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Check the Published box to make the honored employee information to show at the portal. The
optional fields Start date and End date indicate the period during which an employee is
honored. In the Title of merit field, specify the merit of the employee. In the User field, select
an employee to whom the record applies.
Open the Title of merit tab:
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Specify a brief description of the merit. The text entered will be shown as the title of the
employee profile at the honored employees page. Save changes.

Showing the Honored Employees in the Public Section
To show the best employees in your company, use the Honored Employees component
(bitrix:intranet.structure.honour). Create a new page, add the component to it and configure
the parameters:

The public section will display the honored employees according to the component settings:
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Birthdays
The Birthdays component (bitrix:intranet.structure.birthday.nearest) shows the nearest
birthdays of registered users. The component takes the information about the employee's
birthdays from their profile.
To publish the list of nearest birthdays, place the Birthdays component on a page and
configure the component parameters:
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The following picture illustrates the birthdays page in the public section:

The page lists the profiles of employees whose birthday is coming soon allowing to send an
employee a message or open their personal page. When viewing the birthdays page, you can
select a department to view information about earliest birthdays in it.
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Event Calendars
You can empower your Intranet portal with event calendars to keep track of all the events in
your company, coordinate schedules with colleagues.
Before you build your first calendar, create a new information block type (e.g. Calendar) and
then create corresponding information blocks for all types of calendars. For example:
•
•
•
•

the Meeting room booking information block to show busy meeting rooms;
the Company Calendar information block to show the company events;
the Group Calendars information block for the workgroup events;
the User Calendars information block for the personal events of the employees.

For viewing and management convenience, each of the calendars can include nested
calendars. The nested calendars are represented by the information block sections. The events
are the information block elements.

Publishing Calendars in the Public Section
The Event Calendar component (bitrix:intranet.event_calendar) performs all the operations
required to show and manage a calendar. Add the component to a new page, select the
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Information Block Type (Calendar) and the Information Block (for example: Company
Calendar):

The convenient user interface will help users manage the event calendars:
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Note: this component can show the personal and workgroup calendars; however, it is called
indirectly by the composite component Social Network: User and Social Network: Groups,
respectively.
Note: the calendars and the booking process are discussed in detail in the Intranet Portal
Course for Beginners.
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Social Network
The Social Network module is devoted to providing teamwork functions: creating communities
at the intranet portal; user messaging within the portal boundaries etc.

Module Settings
You will manage the module settings at the page Settings > System Settings > Module Settings
> Social Network:

The Social Network Settings tab shows the global parameters:
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•
•
•

•

The Friends function is disabled by default. You can activate it by checking the Enable
Friends box.
Provide the path templates of pages that will show the group topics and the groups in
the fields Group Topic Path Template and Group Path Template, respectively.
In the User Settings group, you can disable or enable any available social network
function. Essentially it means that a user will or will not see the respective tab at their
profile page (Forum, Blogs, Photo Gallery, Files, Calendar).
The same applies to the Group Settings section.

Note: you can manage the social network settings for all sites by changing the All Sites
options, or only for certain sites.
The Access tab configures the permissions of different user groups to access the module:

The following permissions are available.
•
•
•
•

Can view public section, cannot create groups – users can view the social network
pages and edit their own profile.
Can view public section, can create groups – users can view the social network
pages; edit their own profile; create workgroups.
Read access to Control Panel – users can fully manage the social network elements in
the public section and view but not edit the Control Panel settings.
Full access – full access to the module functions.
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Managing Group Topics
The Social Network module introduces the notion of group topics. A group topic is a set of
workgroups sharing something in common. Thus, creating a group requires that at least one
group topic exists. Only users with full access permission can manage topics.
In order to create a new topic, open the page Services > Social Network > Topics. Click New
Topic on the context toolbar. The topic creation form will open:

Type the topic title and select the site at which the groups under this topic will be available.
Save the form.
The new topic will be added to the group topics list:

Eventually, the new topic will appear in the public section menu:
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Note: the Workgroups menu is dynamic; its items are defined in the script .left.menu_ext.php.
The code must properly resolve the group topic path and the group path:
$strGroupSubjectLinkTemplate
COption::GetOptionString("socialnetwork",
"/workgroups/group/search/#subject_id#/");

=
"subject_path_template",

$strGroupLinkTemplate
=
COption::GetOptionString("socialnetwork",
"group_path_template", "/workgroups/group/#group_id#/");
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The User Profile Page
A user (employee) profile page can be created using the composite component Social
Network: User (bitrix:socialnetwork_user). The component’s greatest advantage is that it can
build a fully functional employee social network by creating only one page.
The extensive set of properties gives you many configuration options:
•
•
•

manage user information visible on the screen;
configure SEF and AJAX;
manage the personal photo gallery, calendar and file features.

Create a new page and add this component to it:

Configure the component parameters.
•

In the URL Templates – fields, specify the template on which the group page paths will
be created. This page must exist and be created using the
bitrix:socialnetwork_groups component.
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•

In the Additional Settings fields, select the user properties you want to show on the
user profile page.
Then, select the blog group to which the users’ blogs will be bound, and the forum in
which the employees’ topics will be created:
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•

Now configure the social network functions: blogs, files etc.
For each function, specify the required information block type, and an information
block in which the function-related content will be stored: photos, event calendars, files
etc.
The following figure shows an example of the Photo Settings property group:
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•

Configure other functions and parameters as required.

If you now save the page and open it in your web browser, you would see the result similar to
the illustration below:
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The personal employee page presents the official, contact and personal information provided by
the HR department and the employee themselves.
An employee can manage their profile information and control access to their personal page
functions by clicking the links Edit Profile and Edit Settings, respectively. The Edit Privacy
Settings link allows to restrict the access to your private area features to only the desired scope
of users.
The My Subscription link manages notifications you have ordered to receive upon changes or
new posts of the groups or other users. Alternatively, you can click Updates to view the most
recent posts and changes.
If a user is a member of a user group with the Can view public section, can create groups
permission, they can create workgroups and invite other users to the group.
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Depending on the portal functions enabled by the administrator, a user can publish photos;
create forum topics and blog posts; manage personal calendar and files.
Note! You will find the detailed information on using the social network features in the Intranet
Portal Course for Beginners.

Creating a Workgroup
You can create a workgroup page by using only one composite component Social Network:
Groups (bitrix:socialnetwork_group). The component can build a fully functional network of
workgroup by creating only one page.
Create a new page and add this component to it:

The parameters of this component are similar to those described in the lesson The User Profile
Page.
If you now open the page with this component in your web browser, you would see the following
result:
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The group moderator and the portal administrator are given full permission to manage the group
using links shown below the group logo image.
•
•
•
•

The link Edit Group opens the group parameters configuration page.
In order to manage the available group functions, use the Edit Settings link.
Click Edit Members to add or delete the group members.
If any group member violates the rules, you can ban them by clicking the Ban List link.
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Videoconferencing
Any edition of Bitrix Intranet Portal is capable of establishing video calls between multiple
subscribers simultaneously which technique is also known as videoconferencing. This feature
requires that you purchase as many licenses as required by your organization: for number of
subscribers and for numbers of videoconferences.
Currently, videoconferencing is supported on Windows computers only. A Videoport’s video call
server (http://video-port.com/) is also required.

General Information
The following requirements apply to Bitrix Intranet Portal videoconferencing.
•

The Videoconferencing and Videoport modules need to be installed.
Note: Bitrix Intranet Portal version 9.0 and later comes with these modules preinstalled.
However, if you have earlier version of Bitrix Intranet Portal, you will have to install these
modules manually.

•

The Videoport’s video server must be installed and properly configured.
The Videoport’s video server requires a trial or commercial key to run. The trial version
has the following limitations:
the trial key is valid for two weeks;
only one videoconferencing session is allowed whose duration is limited to 15;
when the key expires, videoconferencing is no longer possible. However,
personal video calls can be made;
o the trial version requires Internet connection to install and run (the commercial
version needs Internet connection only at the installation time);
o the trial key is hardware dependent and cannot be used on another machine.
The Bitrix Intranet Portal’s Videoconferencing module must be properly configured.
o
o
o

•

Updating The Portal
If you have Bitrix Intranet Portal version prior to 9.0, you will have to install the essential
modules manually.

Installing The Modules
•
•

Open the Module Management form (Settings > System Settings > Modules);
Click Install for the Videoconferencing and Videoport modules;
The Videoconferencing module requires additional adjustment.
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o
o
o

To add the videoconferencing commands to the public section menus, check the
Copy public files and template for site option;
Specify the destination folder;
If you reinstall the module, the Overwrite existing files option may help to resolve
errors if any had been encountered.

After the modules have been added, the video server must be installed (see the next lesson).

Installing The Videoport Video Server
To install the video server
•
•

•

Download the video server package from the Videoport website (http://www.videoport.com/download/VideoPort_VCS_Setup.exe);
Follow the installation wizard instructions to install the video server. You will need a trial
(http://www.bitrixsoft.com/download/video_conferencing/) or commercial
(http://www.bitrixsoft.com/buy/video_conferencing/) key to complete the installation.
Having installed the server software, run VideoPort VCS Manager. Create the guest
connection key:
o Open the Application tab.
o Click Guest user code word button and enter the key name:
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•

Restart the video server.

Note: you will find extensive documentation on VideoPort VCS at the Videoport website.

Configuring The Portal To Support Videoconferencing
Configuring The Videoconferencing Module
The Videoconferencing module requires that you provide the video server address and the
port number. To obtain these values, open VideoPort VCS Manager and click the Network tab:
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Now, open the Videoconferencing module settings page (Settings > System Settings > Module
Settings > Videoconferencing) and click the Videoport tab.
•
•
•

Type the server address and the server port in the corresponding fields;
In the Secret Word field, enter the key you have previously specified as the guest
connection key;
Finally, open the Access tab and select user groups whose members you want to allow
to make video calls.

Configuring The Social Network Composite Components
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Design mode, open the personal page of any user;
Bring up the settings dialog of the Social Network: User (bitrix:socialnetwork_user)
component;
In the Event Calendar Settings group, select the "Meeting Room Booking" information
block;
In the Video Conference Path Template field, specify the path to the page to which the
Video Conference Connectivity component was added (usually detail.php);
In the Video Meeting Room Path Template field, specify the path to the page containing
the Video Conferences component (usually index.php);
Now, configure the social network workgroup composite component (Social Network:
Groups) in the same way.
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The Document Library
With the means provided by Bitrix Intranet Portal, you can create a special site section to store
and share documents. This root, or master section can contain several subsections (libraries),
each of which can define individual access permission for different user groups and
workgroups.

Creating a Document Library
The Document Library and the Information Blocks modules are required to implement the
document library.
The implementation demands that you create an individual information block type (e.g.
Documents). Also, an individual information block must be created for each library.

Examples:
•

the Common documents information block to store the shared workgroup library;
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•
•
•
•

User Library – to maintain personal file storages (this is the very feature offered by the
Files tab of the user profile);
Group Library – for the workgroup files (the Files tab on a workgroup page);
Top Management's documents– for files that only the managers can access;
Sales and Marketing – for documents used in the marketing department.

Note: when creating the information block, pay special attention to assigning permissions to
user groups:

For example, you can grant the edit access permission only to members of the Management
Board and Sales and Marketing user groups, while administrators will have full access; and
deny access for all other users.
In the public section, the private libraries to which a user does not have access permission are
marked with a special icon:
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Showing Libraries in the Public Section
The Library (bitrix:webdav) composite component implements all functions required to display
and manage the document library in the public section. Just add the component to a page,
specify the information block type and the information block in which the files will be stored (e.g.
Documents and Common Documents, respectively), and you’re done:

In the public section, the library page will appear as shown on the figure below:
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Document Operations in a Web Browser
Creating a Folder
In order to create a folder, open the Documents page (Documents > Common Documents).
Click Create Folder on the context toolbar:

This will open a folder creation form:
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Type the desired folder name and click Save. After the page reloads, the new folder will show in
the file list:

Deleting a Folder
You can delete an unneeded folder by clicking on the actions button
the folder to be deleted, and selecting Delete in the menu:

in the row containing

The system will ask that you confirm the deletion, and delete the folder upon positive answer.

Uploading Documents
Before you upload the documents, open the destination folder, and click Upload on the context
toolbar:

An upload form will open. Here, you can choose one of the three view modes:
•
•
•

Standard – uploads individual files from different folders (by clicking Add Files) or all
files from a selected folder (by clicking Add Folder);
Classic – uploads files from a selected folder;
Simple - uploads individual files.

Choose the mode that fits you best and add the files to be uploaded.
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If you want to unconditionally update existing files, check the box Overwrite existing files.
Otherwise, the system will notify you that a file (or files) already exists in the destination folder.
Select the status for new files and click Upload. The upload window will appear showing the
upload progress:
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After the files has been uploaded, the updated files page will show:

Viewing Documents
To view a document, click the action button

of a required file and select View in the menu:

The file properties page will open:
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Alternatively, you can use the eye icon shortcut:

Editing Documents
In order to edit a document or modify its properties, click the actions button
showing the document and select Edit:

in a row

A new form will open in which you can alter the document properties:
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You can edit the file properties here. The following operations are available:
•

the General Parameters group:
o change the file Name;
o specify the file Tags that will be used for search;
o you can Replace File by selecting a new one;
o activate or deactivate the file;
o provide the Description.

•

the Workflow Parameters group:
o change the file Status;
o add a file Comment.

Click Save.
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File History (Change Log)
To view the document change log, click the actions button
and select History:

in a row showing the document

A file change log form will open:

You can receive all new comments on the library documents. Just click Subscribe on the
context toolbar:

To cancel your subscription, click Unsubscribe:
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Deleting Documents
Click Actions
menu:

in a row showing the document to be deleted. Select Delete in the action

The system will ask that you confirm the deletion and only then delete the document.

Editing Documents Using Microsoft Office
If you want to edit documents in Microsoft Office, you should have it installed on your machine.
The documents can only be edited from within Internet Explorer. This feature requires Microsoft
Office 2003 or better.
Note! Your changes made to the Microsoft Office documents will be lost if you open them for
editing using any other browser than Internet Explorer!
With Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint documents, just click the document
name. Click OK in the warning window:

This will run a Microsoft Office application matching the document type. Now edit the document
as required. Save it and close the application. Modifications will be saved to the server Library.
Warning: the document remains locked for other users while you are editing it.
Be sure to unlock the file after you have finished with it. Click the actions button and select
Unlock from the menu:
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The state icon beside the document label shows the current state in which a document is. A
means that you have locked the document. The red icon
indicates the
yellow icon
document has been locked by someone else.

Using the Document Library in Windows
Any folder in the document library that can be accessed according to the user permissions, can
be mapped to a network drive or folder at any Intranet portal computer. Being mapped, a folder
can be browsed using Windows Explorer. This feature is available in the Windows operating
systems, XP and newer with Internet Explorer.

Browsing a Web Folder in Internet Explorer
Open the required document library folder in your browser. Click Network Drive on the context
toolbar:

When asked, enter your User name and Password:
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Windows Explorer will open a window showing the contents of the specified folder:

Note! This method of connection may possibly fail due to improper parameters in the Windows
registry. If so, please contact your portal administrator.
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Adding a Web Folder to Network Places
Run Windows Explorer. Select Service -> Map Network Drive. Click the link Sign up for online
storage or connect to a network server to run Add Network Place Wizard:

The wizard window will appear:
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Click Next here.
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In this window, click Choose another network location and then click Next. The next Wizard
step will open:
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Type the URL of the mapping folder in the Internet or network address field:
http://<your_server>/docs/shared/. Click Next.
If prompted for a User name and Password, enter your login and password, and then click OK.
The system will authorize you and open the next Wizard step:
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In this step, you can specify an arbitrary title for the mapped folder. By default, the title is the
folder name. Click Next. The last step will open, in which the Wizard notifies that the folder has
been successfully mapped and offers an option to open the folder when you finish the Wizard.
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Click Finish here.
The system will map the folder and, if you have chosen to open the folder, open the Windows
Explorer window showing with the folder mapped:
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The folder is now always available in Windows Explorer. To open it, select Start > My Network
Places > folder name.

Mapping the Library as a Network Drive
Note! This method of connection has known limitations in Windows XP. If you have any
problems, please contact your portal administrator.
Run Windows Explorer. Select Tools > Map Network Drive. The network disc wizard will open.
In the Drive field, specify a letter to map the folder to. In the Folder field, enter the path to the
library: http://<your_server>/docs/shared/. If you want this folder to be available when the
system starts, check the Reconnect at logon option. Click Ready.
The authorization dialog will open. Enter your login and password. Click OK. The system will
authorize you and open the mapped folder in a Windows Explorer window.
Later, you can open the folder in Windows Explorer in which the folder is shown as a drive
under My Computer, or in any file manager.
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Folder Mapping Issues in Windows
When mapping the document library folders, you may encounter errors caused by the Windows
configuration. In Windows, the Web Client service has a special system parameter that controls
secure or insecure connectivity. By default, Windows XP connections are insecure, but
Windows Vista is configured to use a secure HTTPS protocol. Sometimes, this parameter can
be set to a secure state in Windows XP.
With secure connections, the network folder controls, network drives and access using Microsoft
Office are unavailable. The following steps will help you resolve this issue.

Running the Web Client Service
Click Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services to open the Services window:

Find the WebClient service in the list. The Status column should indicate the Started service
status.
If the service is not running, right-click on the service row to open the context menu. In this
menu, select the Start command.
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If you want this service to run at the system start-up, open the context menu and select
Properties. This will bring up the WebClient service properties dialog:

In the Startup type drop-down list, select Automatic. Click OK.
Now, the service will run automatically when Windows starts. You can now map the folder.

Allowing Insecure Authentication (without HTTPS)
This operation requires making changes to the system registry. You can do it by using the
Registry Editor, or by running a special script supplied with the Intranet Portal distribution
package.

Using .reg Files to Edit the Registry
This way is more suitable for common users.
Open Internet Explorer and type in the browser address bar:
•
•

for Windows XP: http://your_portal/bitrix/webdav/xp.reg
for WindowsVista: http://your_portal/bitrix/webdav/vista.reg
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This will open the file download window. Click Run. The file download will start. After the
download is complete, the Registry Editor warning dialog will bring up.
Note. If you use browsers other than Internet Explorer, the file will be downloaded, but the
Registry Editor will not start automatically. You will have to run the downloaded file manually.
Click Yes. Changes will be enrolled in the registry. Reboot the machine.

Using Registry Editor to Edit the Parameter
This method is recommended for system administrators and advanced users.
Click Start > Run:

In the Open field, type regedit and click OK. The Registry Editor will open:
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For Windows XP, find the parameter:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\WebClient\Parameters]
"UseBasicAuth"=dword:00000001

If the parameter value is other than 1, set it to 1.
For Windows Vista, find the parameter:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\WebClient\Parameters]
"BasicAuthLevel"=dword:00000002

If the parameter value is other than 2, set it to 2.
Restart the Webclient service.
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Web Forms
The Web Forms module allows to create any dialogs you may require for the interaction with the
company employees. The examples of such forms can be techsupport application form;
conference registration forms etc.
This chapter discloses the principles on which the module is built, and gives examples
explaining how to create and publish a web form.

Introduction to Web Forms
With the Web Forms module, you can create an unlimited number of web forms, manage and
publish them.
The main purpose of web forms is to provide company employee feedback. For example, you
can use web forms to:
•
•
•
•

create feedback forms;
receive employees’ requests (software purchase requests; application for conference
etc.);
perform polls or surveys and store results (resume etc.);
process any other data requiring forms to receive information.

The system stores information, obtained from users via web forms, in the database. You can
specify an e-mail address to which a notification will be sent each time a web form is posted.
Note: for detailed information on using the Web Forms module, please refer to the System
Administration training course (see chapter Web Forms).
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e-Orders
You can use the Web Forms module to implement the electronic ordering system for the
employees.

Creating Request
Creating a request implies that you create a web form for it. Open the page Services > Web
Forms > Manage Forms. Click Create on the context toolbar to bring up the web form creation
window:

Note: web form creation form must be in extended mode (disable simple mode in the Web
Forms module settings).
Specify the web form Name and the Symbolic identifier (the required fields). Other fields are
at your discretion. Open the Access tab and assign access permissions as required. Save
changes.
Open the list of web form questions by clicking Questions on the web form context toolbar.
Click Add. The following form will show:
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Provide general parameters of the new question on the Properties tab. Click the Question tab
and type the question text. If your question suggests possible answers, add them on the
corresponding tab. Save changes.
In order to track the request status, create the web form statuses. For example:

Besides, you can create an additional field for your web form (e.g. Reply) in which an
administrator or other employee can leave comments regarding request processing.
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Similarly, create web forms for all requests you are planning to introduce at your portal. All your
web forms will show at the forms page Services > Web Forms > Manage Forms:
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The Portal User Interface for e-Requests
The following pages are required to be created in order to implement the electronic request user
interface:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the requests page;
the request creation page;
the personal requests page;
the page showing the personal requests of a selected type;
the request parameters page;
the request editor page.

Showing the Requests List
Create a new page (e.g. index.php) on which surface we will show the existing requests.
In the visual editor, create a table which will serve as a layout grid for the links to a request
creation page form.php (this will be discussed later). Click Insert table (
toolbar. Specify the required layout data in the new table dialog:

) on the editor
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Click Save.
To each table cell, insert an image and type the link text, e.g. Courier delivery, Cards etc:

Select the link text and click Hyperlink (
). In the link dialog, select Link to document on
server as a link Type; and specify the request creation page URL in the Document field. The
URL
must
include
the
form
symbolic
ID,
for
example:
(/services/requests/form.php?WEB_FORM_ID=VISITOR_ACCESS).
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Click Save. Create other links in the similar manner.
Now the page may look like this:
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The Request Creation Page
Create a new page and save it as form.php. A user will open this page whenever they want to
create and submit a new electronic request. Add the Web Form Completion
(bitrix:form.result.new) component to it:

Select requests as the component template. Scroll the component properties pane to the Page
address management group. Since the web form ID will be passed in the URL from the
requests page, type $_REQUEST["WEB_FORM_ID"] in the Web form ID field. Other fields can
be left as they are. Click Save.
Now this page will show the request completion form (the fields depend on the request a user
selects):
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The Personal Requests Page
In order to enable a user to view the requests they have submitted, create a page and add the
My Results (bitrix:form.result.list.my) component to it:
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In the component properties, select the web forms whose results a user can view (in the Forms
listbox). Scroll to the Additionally section and specify the pages in which a user will view and
edit the requests, and the page that will show the list of requests filtered by a user-supplied
criteria.
Save the page as my.php. When opened in the public section, it can show the following results:
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The Personal Requests Page with Filters
The my.php page shows all the requests a user has made (depending on the My Results
component parameters). To show the requests of a particular type, we need to set up a page
that would accept the type of request and render all the requests of this type.
Create a page form_list.php and add the List of Results (bitrix:form.result.list) component
to it. A user can access this page by clicking a link like all links of this type on my.php.

Select intranet as a component template. Select (other)-> as the web form ID to enable
passing it from the my.php page. Specify the request view and edit pages (you will find their
discussion below). Specify the requests main page (index.php) as a new result creation page.
Save the page. Now if you view it in the public section, you would see something similar to the
following:
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The request view and edit pages
In order to enable a user to view and edit the request parameters, we have to create two pages:
form_view.php and form_edit.php. Add the View Result (bitrix:form.result.view) component
to the view page, and the Result Editing (bitrix:form.result.edit) component to the editor
page. Select the intranet template for the View Result component:

In the parameters of the both components, select (other)-> as the web form ID to enable
passing it from the my.php page.
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Specify the request editor page (form_edit.php) in the View Result component parameters;
the request view page and the requests main page in the Result Editing component
parameters.
We would obviously need to allow a user to view the comments an administrator or other
employees leave, but disallow a user to edit the comments. To do so, check the Show auxiliary
web form fields option in the View Result component parameters. Then, in the Edit Result
component parameters, set the User can edit auxiliary fields parameters to No.
Save changes. Now the request page would look like shown below:

The request editor page:
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Note: the user permission to view and edit a request in any status is the subject of the status
access permission.
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Blogs
A blog is an Internet diary that enables users to publish short comments structured in (reverse)
chronological order. Authors can express their ideas instantly for other people to read; tell on
the current events etc.
Note: the fundamental principle of the blogging system is that a single user (i.e. a visitor that
have a unique valid combination of a login and a password) can have only one blog.

Managing Blog Groups
A blog group define the subject to which the blog refers (e.g. "tourism", "software", "art"). Each
blog in the system should belong to a certain group. You can create and edit groups on the
Blog groups page (Services -> Blogs -> Blog groups):
To add a new group, click New group on the context toolbar. In the blog group editor form,
specify the Group name, and select the Group site. Save changes.

The new group will be listed on the Blog Groups page:
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Creating Employee and Workgroup Blogs
Social Network Module Configuration
Activation or deactivation of the blogging functions is the privilege of the Social Network
module.
For configuration, open the page Settings > System Settings > Module Settings > Social
Network and check or uncheck the appropriate fields:
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Note: you can manage the social network settings for all sites by changing the All Sites
options, or only for certain sites.

Creating the User and Group Blogs
When you add the social network components to a page, select the blog group to which a user
(or group) blog will be bound:

The real creation of the blog database records occurs when a first blog post is created.
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The Public Interface of Blogs
The Blogs module has a very convenient composite component allowing to show recent
updates (posts and comments) in the user and group blogs. Just create a page and add the
Blogs (bitrix:blog) component to it.

In the component parameters, select general_page (Built-in template) as the Component
template. Configure other settings as required.
These simple actions result in a fully functional blogging interface:
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The page shows links only to messages of users and groups that a currently logged in user can
access. A user (or a group moderator) can configure the blog access permission for other users
on the personal settings page:

Note: you will find the details on using the Blogs module in the System Administration course
(Blogs chapter).
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Photo Gallery
The Photogallery 2.0 module provides many features to make handling photos easier: arrange
photos in albums (nested albums are supported); upload photos to albums. The portal users
can leave comments and vote for images they like.
This chapter describes basic techniques that you can adopt to work with the photo gallery.

Main Principles
The Photo Gallery module is built upon the Information Blocks module. The albums and
images are stored in the form of information block sections and elements. Effectively, this
means that you will first have to create an information block type (e.g. PhotoGallery), and the
information blocks for all the portal photo galleries:
•

•
•

User Photo Gallery – for the employees’ albums and photos. The first level sections are
the user galleries, the subsections are the user albums, and the information block
elements represent the photos.
Group Photo Gallery – for the workgroup albums and photos. The structure is similar to
that of the user galleries.
Photo Gallery – for the corporate albums and photos. The information block sections
are the albums, and the elements are the photos.

The following picture illustrates the gallery structure:
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The photo gallery access permissions are specified in the information block access settings:
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Sample Applications
Social Network Photo Galleries
Social Network Settings
In order to activate or deactivate the photo gallery feature, open Settings > System Settings >
Module Settings > Social Network and check or uncheck the appropriate fields:

Photo Gallery Public Interface
You do not need to create the employee or workgroup photo galleries explicitly. Instead, you will
have to configure the component parameters when creating a user page or a workgroup page.
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The only thing to mind is to specify the correct information block type and the information block
for the Social Network User and Social Network Groups components:
•
•

for user galleries: Photo Gallery and Users Photo Gallery, respectively;
for workgroup galleries: Photo Gallery and Group Photo Gallery, respectively.

Having done the configuration, we obtain the following results:
•

the Photo tab on the user page in which a user can store personal albums and photos:
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•

the Photo tab on the workgroup page showing the workgroup albums and photos:

The access to photo galleries can be configured in the user or workgroup settings.
Note: you will find more details on using photo galleries in the Intranet Portal Course for
Beginners.

Multiple User Photo Gallery
The Photogallery 2.0 module allows you to show all photos and albums of the social network
users and workgroups on a single page.
This can be achieved by creating a new page and adding the component Photogallery 2.0
(multiuser) (bitrix:photogallery_user) to it:
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The only mandatory component parameters are the Type of information block and the
Information block. For example, select the Users Photo Gallery information block to show the
employees' galleries.
Following the configuration performed, all the personal photo galleries will show as the links
titled by the names of the employees. The page shows the published photos approved by the
portal administrator:
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If a permission to view the user's photos has been assigned in the user profile, a click on a
photo or a user name opens the user personal page where other employees can view, vote and
discuss the photos.
The workgroup photo gallery can be configured in the similar manner.

Company Photo Gallery
The company photo gallery is a single user application. Only the user groups specified on the
access permission property page (the Photo Gallery information block) can manage the
company photo gallery albums and photos:
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This gallery can be created by adding the component Photogallery 2.0 (bitrix:photogallery) to
a page:
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The only mandatory component parameters are the Type of information block and the
Information block fields.
The following picture shows the company photo gallery look and design:
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Forum
A forum bears an essential social function: people participating in a forum can create threads
around discussion topics or subjects. The employees can call for help to resolve their problems;
read existing topics etc.
This chapter gives an example of using the module features to create an Intranet portal forum.

Managing the Forums
Forum Groups
The forums groups can be used, for example, to consolidate forum threads by any trait: News
Comments, Photos Comments etc. A forum can be bound to one of the existing forum groups,
or it can be loose.
You can create a new forum group by opening the Control Panel page: Services > Forums >
Groups. Click New forum group on the context toolbar to bring up the forum group creation
form:

Here, fill in the Sorting and Name fields for all languages that are installed in your portal. Save
changes.
Create the two forum groups: Forum to comments and Hidden forums. The forum groups
page will show them as illustrated below:
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Forums
In order to create a new forum, navigate to Services > Forums > List of forums. Click New
forum on the context toolbar. The forum creation form will bring up:

Select here the Forum group to which the new forum will be bound. Sorting and Forum name
are the required fields, so be sure to specify the forum position in the forums list and give your
forum a name. Click the Access tab:
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Assign the required access level to the user groups you want to be able to access the forum.
Save changes.
Create the comments forums (e.g. News discussion and Photo gallery discussions) in the
similar way, and a forum for the users (e.g. Users and groups). In the end, the forums list will
show your new forums:
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Showing Forums in the Public Section
The following discussion explains the detains of creating the public user interface for the
forums.

Creating Forums in the Social Network
The Social Network module settings page has a toggle to activate or deactivate the forum
feature entirely. Open Settings > System Settings > Module Settings > Social Network and
check or uncheck the appropriate boxes:
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Note: you can manage the social network settings for all sites by changing the All Sites
options, or only for certain sites.
When creating the social network public interface, you must select the forum group to which the
user forums will be bound, in every component you add (the same applies to the workgroups):

The access to private topics and posts can be configured in the user (or workgroup) personal
preferences:
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Adding Forums to the Public Section
The Forum (bitrix:forum) composite component created the entire user interface realm,
including all the required pages and features. Just create a new page and add the component to
it:

Having added the component, select the forums you want to be visible. For example: General
forum and News discussion. With these trivial actions performed, the forums page will look as
shown below:
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Note: you will find additional information on using forums in the help section.
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Using Forums in the Public Section
Creating a Topic
To create a new topic, click the
creation form:

button. When clicked, it will open the new topic

Type in the topic title, description and enter the text of the first post in the new topic. If required,
add some tags that would describe your topic, for easier user navigation.
If required, you can have notifications about new posts in this topic send to your e-mail. If so,
check the Subscribe to New Posts in This Topic box.
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Click Create. Your new topic would look like this:

Creating Posts
This is trivial: to add a new post, type the text in the reply form and click Reply:

Your post will appear at the bottom of the thread:
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Subscription for New Posts and Topics
Whenever you want to subscribe for new posts or topics, click
down list, select New posts or New topics.

. In the drop-

If you want to manage your subscription, click
on the context toolbar. In the
subscriptions form, click the Delete link of a subscription you want to deactivate:
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Search
The Search module indexes your site and provides the information search functions. The
module can search both static and dynamic pages, which enables portal users to find required
information in the product catalogs, news, forum posts or any static section.
The search function allows to restrict the search scope by only the required sections, file
formats or type of information. Also, for better search results, you can choose information that is
to be included in the search index.
Note: for in-depth information about using the Search module see the System Administration
course.

Main Concepts
Bitrix Intranet Portal allows to search any storage for required information: static pages; MS
Office documents; user profiles; information block contents; forums; blogs etc.
The following two search modes are possible:
•
•

user search (see Finding Users);
information search.

The portal search page consists of only one component: Common search page
(bitrix:search.page):
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The component parameters define the search page look and the search scope.
Note: by default, Bitrix Intranet Portal supports the inclusion of MS Office 2007 documents in
the search index. For documents of earlier versions of MS Office, follow the instructions in the
next chapter.
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Configuring Web Environment with PHP version below 5.2.6
If you have installed Bitrix Intranet Portal on Bitrix Web Environment with PHP version below
5.2.6, you may encounter an error due to the fact that php_zip.dll is missing. If so, the following
alert will appear:
Note! The function "zip_open" was not found ("zip" extension is not
enabled)
Effectively it means that the system will not index MS Office 2007 or Open Office files.
Do the following to fix the problem.
•
•
•

•

Download the file php_zip.dll from any safe source.
Move it to C:\<path>\Bitrix Environment\apache\extensions, here C:\<path> is the
path to Bitrix Web Environment installation folder.
Open the file C:\<path>\Bitrix Environment\apache\php.ini.nooci for editing.
In this file, add the line: extension=php_zip.dll to the section Dynamic Extensions.
Save changes.
Restart Bitrix Web Environment.
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Supporting MS Office Documents of Earlier Versions
In order to enable indexing of documents created in MS Office versions prior to 2007 (doc, xls
and ppt formats), you need a special document conversion tool – Catdoc.
If Bitrix Intranet Portal is installed on Bitrix Web Environment version 1.1, Catdoc is already up
and running.

Checking for Catdoc Installation
Open the Run dialog (Start > Run) and type cmd. Click OK. The command line console will
bring up.
•

•

If you are checking for Catdoc in the Bitrix Web Environment folder, enter CD
<bitrix_environment_full_path>\catdoc and hit Enter. Then, type env.exe HOME=.
catdoc.exe -v.
If you are checking for Catdoc at any other location, enter
<full_cygwin_path>\catdoc.exe -v.

Hit Enter. If Catdoc is installed, the following text will appear:
Usage:
catdoc [-vu8btawxlV]
format] files

[-m

number]

[-s

charset]

[-d

charset]

[

-f

Otherwise, the path you have typed is incorrect or Catdoc is not installed.
Note: the Cygwin path must be specified in the Intranet module settings, the Search tab.

Installing Catdoc
If Catdoc is not installed for some reason, go to http://www.cygwin.com/ and download the
Cygwin installation package.
Run the installation file and follow the wizard instructions. On the Select Packages screen,
expand the Text group and tick the Catdoc option:
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Complete the installation.
Now open the Control Panel page: Settings > System Settings > Module Settings > Intranet and
click the Search tab. Change the *.exe files paths to the ones you have previously selected as
Cygwin installation folder (you might need to add \bin to the paths).
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Adding More Indexable File Formats
Bitrix Intranet Portal comes fully configured to support search in MS Office documents. If you
want to enable your users to search documents in some other format, you have to provide an
appropriate document preprocessor that would convert these documents to plain text. A
preprocessor can be a utility that takes a file on input and outputs a plain UTF-8 text stream.
Obviously, you have to make Bitrix Intranet Portal aware of the new file format. Open Settings >
System Settings > Module Settings > Intranet. Click the Search tab. Find an empty row and
type the format extension in the Extension column, for example, djvu.
In the External Command column, type the command line in the following format:
<executable> <file_name_ macro>. The converter must output the text in UTF-8 format.
For example, the following command can be used for djvu files and djvu2text converter:
djvu2text #SHORT_FILE_NAME# -d utf-8
In the Program Folder column, specify the executable file path. Save changes.
Now, add the djvu extension to the indexable files: open Settings > System Settings > Module
Settings > Search and add *.djvu to Inclusion Mask.
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Technical Support
A comprehensive intranet portal is so stuffed with various features that users may find it hard to
navigate it. In addition, many companies would like to quickly respond to employees’ questions.
It's especially important for intranet portals tailored at providing the employees with online
consultations related to software and hardware functioning etc.
The Helpdesk module was designed to:
•
•
•
•

implement the ticket submission system enabling employees to contact the technical
support specialists;
manage service level agreement preferences (SLA);
register ticket response time and efficiency;
analyze replies from employees.

Note: you will find the detailed information on using the Helpdesk module in the System
Administration training course.

Creating a Helpdesk Wizard
The helpdesk wizard is implemented on the basis of the Information Blocks module. You need
to create an individual information block type (e.g. Services), and an individual information
block (e.g. Wizard) in which the wizard questions will be stored.
Important! The following discussion uses the "Question" term as an information block element
name. When creating the Services information block type, open the Titles tab and change the
title of information block elements to "Question".

Creating the Wizard Questions
First, create a problem type wizard step. Click Add Category on the context toolbar. Type a
possible reason in the Name field:
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Note: the count of sections and subsections depends on the question. Effectively it means that
the count of wizard steps depends on the section nesting depth.
Open the created section. Click Add Question on the context toolbar. Type the question and
select the question type (e.g. Text Field):
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Now, if you open the page Content > Services > Wizard, you will see the steps you have just
created:
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Click any link to show the questions that a user will answer to describe their problem:
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The Wizard Public Interface
The user interface for a technical support wizard is simple to create. Just add the Helpdesk
(with wizard) (bitrix:support.wizard) component to a page:

Specify the information block type and the information block containing the wizard questions (in
this case, Services and Wizard, respectively). Save the page.
Now the wizard page would look like this:
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Note: you will find the discussion of managing the techsupport tickets in the Intranet Portal
Course for Beginners.
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Common Lists
The Common Lists module is used to streamline the management of the public section
information like dictionaries, structured storages, partner lists etc.
This module is functionally based on the Information Blocks module, while the user interface
of the lists is handled by the visual components (Content > Common Lists):

The components are designed to operate in the public section: you will not need Control Panel
to create the information blocks, sections, elements and properties.

Creating The User Interface
The Common Lists user interface is created automatically during the system installation (for
version 9.0 and higher). If you are updating any previous version of your system to 9.0, you will
have to create the user interface manually.
•

Create the information block type (e.g. named Lists) to store the Common Lists. A single
universal list is an individual information block:
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•

In the Common Lists module settings form, select the user groups allowed to manage
the lists:
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•

Create a new page and add the Common Lists (bitrix:lists) component to it:
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In the component parameters, select the information block type you have created for the list
management, and set the paths to the component user interface pages (if you are not using the
default addresses).
Eventually, this effort will create a fully functional Common Lists interface. As previously
mentioned, this user interface is designed to operate in the public section, and you can edit your
result immediately:
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Using The Lists
The main page of the universal lists has plain and easy to understand user interface:

Creating The List And The List Fields
As you may well guess, the Add button on the context toolbar creates a new list. Click it to open
the list properties form consisting of the three tabs. The first tab shows the general parameters
for the new (or existing) list:

The Titles tab is useful when you need to have the names of the information block objects more
meaningful with respect to the information block contents. Consider the following example:
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Obviously, these are only the most general parameters. To access the list detailed settings,
click Apply and then, use the List Field button on the context toolbar:
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Otherwise, if you are saving your list using the Save button, you can open the list contents
page by clicking the list title link in the lists summary table and then click List Settings on the
context toolbar.
Important! To avoid errors, you must add all the proposed fields to the list before adding
elements to it.
By default, a new list has only the Name field:

To insert a new field in the list, click Add Field. To edit the existing field properties, select Edit
in the action menu:
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And this will open the field properties form:

There you will find the following fields, in brief:
•
•
•

Sort: the less is the value, the higher the field is positioned in the list item properties
form;
Required: specifies that this field must exist when adding a list item;
Multiple: if this option is checked, you can assign more than one field value when adding
or editing a list item;
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•
•

Type: specifies the filed value type;
Default Value is used when creating a new list item; set it to the most frequently used
value so users don’t have to kill their time providing it again and again.

Consider an example of the Partners list setup:
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XMPP Server
The XMPP Server module is intended to set up communication between the employees and
track their presence using the Jabber client software. This feature can only be used on a
dedicated or VPS server.
XMPP (eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol, more widely known as Jabber) is an
open and free XML based instant messaging protocol capable of tracking the user presence in
near real time. The protocol also supports file transfer and voice communication.

XMPP Server Setup
To configure the server, open the XMPP Server module settings page (Settings > System
Settings > Module Settings > XMPP Server).

This form requires the following parameters.
•
•
•
•

Domain: specifies the domain name of your intranet portal;
Listen: specifies the TCP/IP port on which the XMPP server will listen;
Language: specifies the abbreviation of the language for XMPP communication. At
present, this field must contain en.
Path to PHP Interpreter: provide the path to PHP interpreter executable. For example,
for a local installation this field may contain C:\php\php.exe.
The file path can be set in either of the following ways:
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o
o

the full path; the path must be quoted if it contains spaces;
the relative path: ../apache/php.exe -c ../apache/php.ini if Bitrix Intranet Portal is
installed on Bitrix Environment.

Note: XMPP Server requires PHP version 5.0 or better.
•

•

Path to XMPP Server: by default, this field contains ./bitrix/modules/xmpp/xmppd.php.
You can specify other location if the server files was moved or reinstalled somewhere
else.
Logging Level: specifies the verbosity of the server logs:
o
o

0 - maximum details;
10 – minimum possible details.

Normal server operation usually requires level 5.
•

Run SSL: specifies to start SSL when the XMPP server starts. If the server is unstable,
disable SSL.

To change the default module access parameters, use the Access tab controls:

Once you are done setting the parameters, click Apply.
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XMPP Server Management
The XMPP server management is rather straightforward. Open the XMPP Server page
(Settings > XMPP > XMPP Server).

Click Run Server. Once the server is started, the form will show how many users are currently
on the portal (Users Online) and the XMPP connections:

To update the figures, click Query Server.

XMPP Client Applications
The XMPP server provides support for most up-to-date instant messengers capable of XMPP
based communication.
However, to provide maximum compatibility, you are recommended to download a special build
of Miranda IM from the Bitrix website (http://www.bitrixsoft.com/download/Miranda_IM.zip).
This build has been thoroughly tested for the current XMPP server implementations and
supports Bitrix Intranet Portal workgroups.
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Extranet
Bitrix Intranet Portal implements special interface providing for confidential communication with
the third parties (partners, clients, contractors etc.) by accessing the portal via the Internet.
This mechanism is based upon the Extranet module, which is included in two senior editions:
Bitrix Intranet Portal: Extranet and Bitrix Intranet Portal: Enterprise. There is no restriction
on the number of external users, irrespective of the number of licenses purchased.

Introduction
Extranet is a dedicated web zone created for the company employees for more productive
collaboration with authorized representatives of other businesses or third parties.
The Extranet module is the extension of the Intranet Portal allowing the company to establish
confidential communication with suppliers, distributors and other external users without granting
them an access to the internal information.
Technically, the module is implemented as an individual website on Bitrix Intranet Portal with
restricted access. Functionally, the Extranet module is an add-on that is layered upon the Social
Network and the Intranet modules enriching the system with special permissions for content and
functions of the Intranet portal.
Access restrictions apply to the company staff (i.e. the users registered as members of the
company structural departments) as well as the external users.
If a user is not a company employee (not bound to any department), the system redirects them
to the extranet site. If a visitor is not even an external user, the system prevents them from
viewing the extranet site.
The extranet web site is somewhat functionally different when compared to the Intranet portal.
The extranet workplace is concentrated in a workgroup. Furthermore, the extranet introduces a
new user type: a Public Employee; the extranet website desktop offers some special gadgets.

Installing And Configuring The Module And The Extranet Website
The Extranet module does not install automatically when you install Bitrix Intranet Portal. Upon
installation, Extranet Site Wizard is available in the Wibzards list (Settings > System Settings >
Wizards):
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If the module was not installed for some reason, you can install it manually. Open the Modules
form (Settings > System Settings > Modules).
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Find the Extranet module in the list and click Install. After the module has been installed, you
have to configure it by running the extranet site wizard. Click Run Extranet Site Setup Wizard
link:
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The Extranet Site Wizard
Run the wizard and click Next to proceed. Choose the site design you want for your extranet
site:
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It is wise to select a design (or a color scheme at least) which would be visually different from
the one used for the intranet portal. This will give users a positive visual cue to demarcate the
frontier between the two areas.
Click Next and select the color theme:

Click Next to continue. At the next step, you will configure your extranet site.
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•
•
•

•

Company Name: specify here the name of your company or any other text to be shown
as the site main title;
Company Logo: upload the company logo. The file size must not exceed 1.5 MB. The
following file formats are supported: GIF, JPG, PNG;
Extranet Site ID: type here an arbitrary two-character code. A digit is also possible, but
the first character must be a Latin letter. You should change the default ID if only it
conflicts with the ID of the intranet portal;
Extranet Site Folder: provide the name of the folder in which the site will reside. It is not
recommended to change the default folder name.

Click Install. Your extranet site is now being installed.
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The system will automatically advance to the next step after the installation is complete.
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Click Open Portal to close the wizard and open the extranet site.
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Now, if you open Control Panel, you will see the extranet website added to the system:
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The wizard creates all the necessary objects for your extranet website: information blocks,
forums and blog groups.

Module Configuration
The extranet site wizard tunes the module parameters automatically. You are not recommended
to amend the suggested settings unless you clearly understand their meaning.
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However, if the extranet site was created without the wizard, the administrator will have to
configure it manually. To change the module parameters, go to Settings > System Settings >
Module Settings > Extranet to open the module settings form:

•
•

•

Extranet Site ID: select the site that the system will use as an extranet site;
Field ID for User Property Defining Employee Public Availability: type the name of a user
property to indicate a public employee. The code must be previously created in Settings
> System Settings > User Fields.
Extranet User Group: any user group can be selected for use with the extranet site;
however, it is strongly recommended to use a special group.

Important! The employee public property and the user group must be created prior to selecting
them in the module settings form.

Access Permissions For Extranet Users
Accessing the intranet portal from the Internet is usually prohibited for security reasons. The
system administrators (or other persons responsible for maintenance of the web infrastructure)
close such access when installing the intranet portal by unchecking the Allow Unauthorized
Visitors option (step 4 of the Intranet Portal Wizard).
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Warning! If the option in question is checked, any external visitor can access the extranet
website, but what is of much more great concern – the intranet portal as well, despite the
extranet website not showing any intranet portal links.
Since the company employees, like the guest third party users, have limited access to the
extranet website, the system must have appropriate user groups for proper access permission
management.
Both the external users and company employees are the members of the Extranet Users group
created by the extranet site wizard. This membership gives users the most limited access to the
extranet site:
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However, note that the external and internal users must be added to this group at least to view
the extranet website.

Using Workgroups
Functionally, the scope of extranet workgroups features is almost the same as in the intranet
portal, but there are some differences:
•
•

An extranet workgroup is visible to its members only;
The procedure of the workgroup creation is slightly different because an external user is
not a company employee and is unable to authorize at the intranet portal. The same
applies to the workgroup membership confirmation.
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Since the extranet and the portal user groups are somewhat different when said of their creation
process, the Extranet module adds a special component for that purpose: Extranet: Create
Group (bitrix:extranet.group_create).
If you were not using the wizard to add the extranet website, you will have to create a special
interface to handle user registration. Create a new page and insert the Extranet: Create
Group:

Configure the component parameters and save the page.
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Now you have the extranet group creation form. The form fields are obvious:

Once you have specified the proper values for the new group, click Create Group. The form will
close bringing you to the user invitation page:
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If you do not want to invite users, click Skip to proceed to the group page you have just created.
Once a workgroup has completed all the tasks assigned to it, it is recommended to archive the
workgroup. This will prevent making unwanted changes to the workgroup and sending
unpremeditated invitations.
Note: the external extranet workgroup users will have access to the extranet site until they are
removed from the extranet user group.

Public Employees
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An extranet site introduces a notion of a public employee which is not used in the Intranet
portal. This feature is necessitated by the involvement of external users in the extranet
infrastructure.
A public employee is always available for communication and inclusion in any workgroup. In
essence, such person is an extranet assistant. A public employee must always be a person of
the company to which the extranet site belongs.
If the extranet website was set up using the extranet wizard, the UF_PUBLIC property is
already in your system. Otherwise, open the Custom Fields form (Settings > System Settings >
Custom Fields) and create this property:

The following actions are required to activate the “public employee” property of a certain person:
•
•
•

Go to Settings > Users > Users and open a required user for editing;
Switch to the Custom Fields tab;
Check the Visible to all in Extranet box. The user property code for this property is
UF_PUBLIC:
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•

Save changes.

From this moment on, all the extranet users always can communicate with the public employee:

The Extranet Module Gadgets
Like with the intranet portal, the extranet website desktop is comprised of gadgets. However,
the administrator can control the gadgets that the users are allowed to insert in the desktop. To
specify the possible gadgets, use the Desktop component parameters:
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The Extranet module includes a special gadget (Contacts) to show two different contact lists:

•
•

the user workgroup contacts;
the public employees.

You will find the detailed instructions of how to add and manage the gadgets in the Personal
Dashboard and Gadgets (http://www.bitrixsoft.com/download/manuals/en/gadgets_tutorial.pdf)
tutorial.
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